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The Northern parts of Germany are mainly flat. Central Germany is more hilly. The rivers are cut deep in Central Germany. Southern Germany has the best farmland. Southern Germany contains The Black Forest.
Females usually live up to 83 years and males usually live up to 8 years. When they are born they are mostly born in Italy or Turkey and when they move they move back.
Recourses and Products

Factories have a variety of goods. Factories there have cameras, cement, clothing and toys. Germany is one of the world's largest carmakers. Germany usually needs to buy food from other countries because there is not enough people to grow plants for other people.
People lived in Germany thousands of years ago. Germany was losing side in World War 1.
Angela Merkel became chancellor in 2005. She was the first woman to hold the post. She was born on July 17, 1954 in Hamburg, West Germany. She moved to East Germany that year. She also earned a degree in physics in 1978 and earned a doctorate in 1986 from University of Leipzig.